
Performing for 
his dinner. The 
contortions of this 
sea elephant may 
not help his diges- 
tion. but he’s will- 
ing to oblige if 
that’s the only way 
to get the fish. He 
weighs 3 tons and 
lives at the Phila- 
delphia Zoo. 
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Japanese pioneering in Manchuria. A pack 
train of upland settlers crossing a stream in the 
rugged northern country of Manchuria, which has 

I become a beckoning land of opportunity for sons 

I of the congested island empire. Wide World Photos 
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Sky-riding below an Army blimp. Army airmen are having a 

new thrill these days in tests of the “flying seat,” an observation 
contraption that is lowered from a blimp at the end of 1,500 feet of 
cable. It permits observation while the blimp may be concealed by 
clouds. Here’s an officer riding in the giddy affair above Langley 
Field, Va. © Associated Press Photo. 

How the “flying seat” 
looks when parked in 
the blimp’s cabin. 

J Above is the cable 
mechanism by which 
it is lowered for obser- 
vation purposes. 
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The King’s Guard turns out for the morning once over. Escort for his majesty on all im- 
portant public occasions, this brightly arrayed outfit is one of the smartest units of the British Army. 
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Wind sculpture on Mount Hood. Wintry blasts have carved a queer 
shape here on Eliot Glacier, high on the slopes of beautiful Mount Hood, 
near Portland, Oreg., a mecca for American mountain climbers. 
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Ricardo Cortez^\^ 
screen star, and Mrs. 
Christine Lee, socially 
prominent New York- 
er, who announced as 

this was snapped in 
Hollywood that they 
would wed as soon as 

his screen work per- 
mitted. 
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/ Cleanliness becomes a conspicuous virtue in 
/ Japan. In a campaign emphasizing the hygienic 
/ importance of clean hands, many public wash 

stations like this were erected in Tokio, with 
signs inviting the ablutions. rf Wide World Photos. 


